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A Serene Sanctuary: Autotrader Names Lincoln Corsair a Top 10
Best Car Interior for 2021
DEARBORN, Mich., March 11, 2021 – Creating a serene sanctuary for clients on their everyday journey – near or
far – is core to the Lincoln brand. To celebrate the advancements and thoughtful details in vehicle interiors, Autotrader
has announced its 10 Best Car Interiors Under $50,000 for 2021 – and the Lincoln Corsair been named to that list for
the second consecutive year.
The 2021 Corsair, Lincoln’s spacious, compact luxury two-row SUV offers a sense of sanctuary with a visually soothing
design – horizontal lines, a pleasing mix of glossy and matte surfaces and hand-selected materials and refinements in
sound characteristics that stay true to the Lincoln brand.
“The interior of the Lincoln Corsair is a quiet, serene sanctuary that is comfortable for everyone inside. Overall, Lincoln
interiors look and feel like they’re crafted to a higher standard than other luxury vehicles. There’s also a good deal of
versatility inside. For example, the rear seat can slide and recline.” said Brian Moody, executive editor for Autotrader.
“This feature not only improves passenger comfort, but it also allows you to customize your interior to optimize passenger
space, cargo space or some combination of both.”
Autotrader’s 10 Best Car Interiors Under $50,000 recognition helps clients look beyond the exterior appearance, putting
focus on the importance of a vehicle’s interior at an affordable price point.
“Corsair embraces the rejuvenating, horizontal elements of our full-size Navigator and three-row Aviator, while
underscoring these cues with even more dynamic emphasis,” said Robert Gelardi, Lincoln chief interior designer. “Our
diligence of imbuing these characteristics in Corsair has paid off with this wonderful recognition, providing our clients not
only with a serene respite from the outside world, but also the technology to make their journey effortless and reflective
of the overall Lincoln brand.”
The expressive, elegant Lincoln Corsair combines refined power and a confident, whisper-quiet ride that is uniquely
Lincoln. And as the brand’s volume leader, Lincoln plans to continue its momentum with the launch of the Corsair Grand
Touring, its second plug-in hybrid SUV, later this spring.
Read the full Autotrader release here.
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